1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The relationship between smartphone use and experienced stress is now widely studied ([@bib83]). Most studies propose that smartphones cause stress, for example by leading to an extension of working hours and a constant communication pressure ([@bib38]; [@bib41]). However, first findings also point to the opposite direction of influence ([@bib9]): When people are exposed to a stressful situation, a smartphone can be the "first-aid-in-the-pocket" ([@bib68]). Due to its multifunctionality and availability, the smartphone can be easily used to release emotions ([@bib37]), to escape a stressful situation ([@bib86]), to find relevant information ([@bib42]) or to receive social support ([@bib61]) whenever needed. Social network sites (SNS) such as Facebook are one of the most important services for these online coping mechanisms, since they provide access to friends, family and acquaintances who can offer different kinds of support as well as a feeling of connectedness ([@bib4]; [@bib24]; [@bib31]; [@bib54]).

Smartphones and especially SNS seem to be coping tools which are often used, and people might rely on them when they are confronted with a stressful situation ([@bib9]). This reliance on the availability of smartphones, however, has also been associated with a problematic form of use: People were hypothesized to develop "nomophobia" ([@bib46]). Nomophobia is an abbreviation for "no-mobile-phone-phobia" ([@bib88]) and is defined as the "fear of being unable to use or being unreachable via one\'s mobile phone" ([@bib1], p. 128). Nomophobia is classified as a form of problematic smartphone usage behavior and, in recent years, interest in this phenomenon is growing ([@bib1]). While other constructs of problematic usage behavior focus on compulsive use (e.g., [@bib52]) or on negative social consequences of a high amount of phone use (e.g., [@bib15]), nomophobia focuses on the dependence regarding the constant availability of *resources* provided through smartphones (e.g., access to information & communication applications, see [@bib88]). Therefore, nomophobia provides a different resource-focused perspective on smartphone use, which is of particular interest from a coping perspective.

Albeit the omnipresence of media devices in everyday life, there are surprisingly few studies that have investigated the relationship of stress and media use from a coping perspective ([@bib59]). Additionally, one of the main current shortcomings of this research field is that most studies are cross-sectional and non-experimental ([@bib25]; [@bib83]; [@bib85]). This results in two problems: First, cross-sectional data cannot address the direction of associations over time. Thus, it is not possible to say whether an increase in smartphone or SNS use precedes stress, whether it succeeds stress or both ([@bib25]; [@bib83]). To draw valid causal inferences, randomized experiments are mostly seen as the most appropriate design, because they ensure independence of predictor and outcome ([@bib63]). However, if one wants to study temporal dynamics over a longer time frame in a natural setting, randomized experiments are often difficult to implement and, if the treatment entails negative states, also ethically sensitive. Therefore, the assessment of predictors and outcomes at multiple time points is considered a way to approximate the direction of influence and to "improve the validity of causal inference in nonrandomized studies" ([@bib63], p. 523). A second problem of cross-sectional research designs is that even at one time-point, this data cannot address any questions on the relative importance of within-person versus between-person associations. Between-person differences represent how people differ from each other, e.g. how the average stress level that person A usually reports differs from the average stress level that person B usually reports and how this difference relates to the usual media use of A and B. Within-person differences represent the differences in the reports of one person over time, e.g. the difference between the stress level of person A at one time-point and the stress level this person A usually reports and how this difference relates to deviances from usual media use of A. Regarding the research on stress and coping, the within-person associations are particularly important, since situational influences play a major role in coping processes ([@bib50]). Until now, we still do not know whether people who generally report more stress also report more smartphone or SNS use and dependence or if people *change* their use of and dependence on media devices and applications, when they are exposed to more stress than they usually are.

In this paper, we aim at studying the relationships between stress and nomophobia ("no-mobile-phone phobia"), as well as stress and SNS use over time focusing on a coping perspective. We will address the current shortcomings of the literature with a secondary analysis of three-wave panel data from a Dutch representative, longitudinal survey. Our research focus will be two-fold: On the one hand, we will focus on the within-person associations between stress and nomophobia, assuming that experiencing more stress than usual goes along with more nomophobia than usual at the same time point and six months later. On the other hand, we will focus on SNS and analyze if passive and active SNS use changes, when experiencing more stress than usual at the same time-point and six months later. With the present study, we provide important insights into the research field of stress and media use by adding empirical findings that are based on longitudinal data and a broad sample ([@bib32]; [@bib83]). This allows us to additionally examine and compare the effects between stress and media use across different age groups.

1.1. Stress, coping & media use {#sec1.1}
-------------------------------

People experience stress when the demands of a situation exceed their resources ([@bib51]). According to the transactional model of stress, in a primary appraisal people evaluate if the transaction between the demands of a situation and their resources is perceived as being stressful ([@bib49]). In a second appraisal, the available coping options are assessed ([@bib50]). Coping options include a wide range of different strategies or styles which can be categorized in different ways ([@bib70]). [@bib51] differentiated between problem-focused coping and emotion-focused coping. While the first includes attempts to solve the stress-evoking problem, the latter describes persons' attempts to manage the emotions that are provoked through stress. There has, however, been a wide range of other classifications of coping styles, for example, differentiating between escapism, the planning of actions, distraction, or social support ([@bib70]). Although research has often categorized some of these coping or regulation strategies as adaptive and some as maladaptive, recent reviews have concluded: "that the most efficacious use of self-regulatory strategies is likely to be one that is most flexible" ([@bib3], p. 593). Thus, *regulatory flexibility* is important, when it comes to stress coping ([@bib3]).

In addition to the different coping strategies, there are also different *avenues* for accomplishing these strategies ([@bib59]). For escaping a stressful situation, one could, for example, start daydreaming ([@bib10]) or play a video game ([@bib64]). One avenue to cope with a stressful situation, therefore, might be using media ([@bib59]). Following the assumption that coping is most effective when it is flexible, media devices that can be used in a flexible way might be particularly suitable tools for coping.

1.2. Stress, smartphone use, and nomophobia {#sec1.2}
-------------------------------------------

A smartphone might be one of these tools that provide flexible options for coping. According to a study of the Pew Research Center, 77% of the American population own a smartphone ([@bib62]). In the European Union in 2017, 63% of a representative sample used smartphones to access the Internet. The highest percentage of smartphone users (85%) was reported for the Netherlands ([@bib27]). Smartphones are widely used in Western Societies and as result of their portability, they play an important role in the everyday life of their users ([@bib65]; [@bib30]).

Smartphones are very flexible in their use ([@bib40]). Accordingly, research has shown that people use a wide range of contents that can be accessed via smartphones, when they experience stress: This includes the use of games ([@bib64]; [@bib72]), blogs ([@bib17]; [@bib87]) and SNS ([@bib4]; [@bib54]) for emotion-focused coping. In addition, media applications accessible through smartphones, especially blogs ([@bib18]; [@bib87]) and SNS ([@bib4]), have also been found to be tools for problem-focused coping. Finally, there are many studies showing that SNS ([@bib4]; [@bib18]; [@bib21]; [@bib31]; [@bib58]) as well as message boards and support groups ([@bib22]; [@bib29]) are widely used to seek social support. When comparing the prevalence of media-based coping to other coping strategies, [@bib59] found that media use was described frequently, when participants referred to steps they took to manage stress in both a student (15%, ranked 5th) and in a patient (32%, ranked 4th) sample. Similarly, [@bib42] found that 57% of their representative sample of Dutch internet users reported to use the Internet for coping. This confirms that people use the Internet and their smartphones when they experience stress.

Relying on smartphones for coping, however, is not only associated with benefits. The compensatory use of smartphones and other media has been associated with a problematic use of these technologies ([@bib25]; [@bib44]). Because of a heavy reliance on their phones, it has been argued that people could develop nomophobia, the "fear of being unable to use or being unreachable via one\'s mobile phone" ([@bib1], p. 128). In a first systematic assessment of the concept, [@bib88] identified four dimensions of nomophobia: "(1) not being able to communicate, (2) losing connectedness, (3) not being able to access information and (4) giving up convenience." (p. 133). Nomophobia has been described as a situational phobia ([@bib46]) or has been classified as a form of problematic smartphone use ([@bib1]). In the present paper, we consider nomophobia as part of problematic smartphone use that, however, also captures situational within-person differences in smartphone dependence. Different than other concepts that are discussed in relation with problematic phone use such as smartphone addiction including dimensions like compulsive usage or functional impairment (e.g., [@bib15]; [@bib53]), each of the dimensions of nomophobia relates to the high amount of resources that can be easily accessed via smartphones. Having access to resources is a key aspect of experiencing stress and is the basis of many coping behaviors (e.g., [@bib50]). Thus, it seems plausible that nomophobia should be higher in times of high stress, in which access to the resources accessible through smartphones are of particular importance.

Studies have previously associated nomophobia with stress: Nomophobic persons are assumed to experience more stress than non-nomophobic persons in situations, in which they do not have their phone with them ([@bib76]). Although we think that this assumption is valid, the focus of the present paper lies on the vice versa effect that smartphones are relied upon for stress coping. A meta-analysis on the association between stress and smartphone use has shown a positive correlation between both constructs. However, no longitudinal study was included in the meta-analysis ([@bib83]). A recent longitudinal two-wave study only supported an effect of excessive smartphone use on stress four months later, when the moderating effect for self-disclosure was considered ([@bib45]). Testing within-person effects requires a longitudinal study design as well as a suitable analytical approach ([@bib23]; [@bib34]). To our knowledge, up to now, there is no study that assessed within-person effects of nomophobia in general as well as in association with stress. Given the research findings presented above, showing that smartphones are often used for stress coping, we assume that experiencing stress might be related with a higher fear of not being able to use the smartphone at a specific time-point:H1People who experience more stress than usual show more nomophobia than usual.

We further assume that perceiving more stress than usual also results in a higher level of nomophobia over a longer period. A sustaining relationship could imply a learning effect, as assumed by [@bib72] for games. They assumed that multiplayer online games are an effective tool for stress coping by providing an effective escape experience. However, due to this effectiveness, people might start relying on games too heavily and use other effective coping options less often. Consequently, their use could become problematic. Supporting this argumentation, regulatory flexibility was already shown to be negatively related to internet addiction ([@bib13]). This might also be the case here: smartphones are flexible tools for coping and could, therefore, be very effective in reducing stress. This effectiveness could, however, result in a higher fear of having no phone to cope with stress, making the smartphone a tool that provides regulatory flexibility, but at the same time diminishes this flexibility by evoking a problematic dependency.

When assessing longitudinal relationships between two or more variables, the size of the time lag is very important, since a time lag that is too short or too long might mask effects. However, most theoretical conceptualizations lack precise specifications about suitable time lags between a probable cause and a probable effect ([@bib56]). A look at prior studies on stress and smartphone use shows that there is a wide variation in the assessment of time frames, ranging from measurement without a specification (e.g., [@bib35]; [@bib43]), times frames relating to a typical day (e.g., [@bib36]), the last month ([@bib19]; [@bib36]; [@bib67]; [@bib86]), the last six months ([@bib57]), or the last year ([@bib16], [@bib77]). Positive associations between stress and smartphone use found for both, studies using time frames regarding the last month and the last year, indicate a positive relationship for different time frames. In our study, we referred to secondary data that used a time frame of six-months. We thus asked the following research question:RQ1: Does experiencing more stress than usual lead to more nomophobia than usual six months later?

1.3. Stress & SNS use {#sec1.3}
---------------------

SNS are one of the media applications that are most widely studied in association with stress coping (e.g., [@bib4]). In the European Union, 54% percent indicated to participate in SNS. In the Netherlands, the user number amounts to 74% ([@bib28]). In the present study, we will explicitly focus on Facebook, since Facebook was at the time of data collection and still is the most popular SNS in the Dutch population ([@bib74]).

Like smartphones, SNS can be used for the purpose of coping in a flexible way. In a study on online coping, the time spent on SNS was associated with all three assessed categories of coping: disengagement, problem-focused coping and socioemotional coping, with the first and third category showing higher associations than problem-focused coping ([@bib42]). Similarly, other studies found that SNS are especially important tools in offering access to social support ([@bib4]; [@bib31]; [@bib58]), but also were used for emotion-focused coping ([@bib4]; [@bib54]) and problem-focused coping ([@bib4]). We, therefore, conclude that SNS are used for stress coping, while being especially suitable for obtaining social support and emotion-focused coping (see also [@bib73]).

As in the case of nomophobia, SNS use was found to be associated with stress by a few studies. In a survey study, [@bib14] found positive associations between Facebook interaction and psychological distress. In a survey study by [@bib31], daily stress was also positively associated with social support seeking on Facebook. Similarly, [@bib5] and [@bib7] found positive relationships between the intensity of Facebook use, a measure of "Facebook Addiction disorder" and daily stress in cross-sectional survey studies. In a two-wave longitudinal study, daily stress measured in the first wave predicted the measure of "Facebook Addiction Disorder" in the second wave ([@bib6]) and These survey studies did not provide a differentiation between within- and between-person effects but confirm positive associations between different measures of Facebook use and stress cross-sectionally as well as over time.

Some studies studying SNS can also provide first insights about possible within-person relationships between SNS use and stress. In a qualitative study, [@bib4] assessed if Facebook usage changes, when high school pupils, university students and teachers experienced stress. She found very different usage patterns among these groups: high school pupils and most teachers reported to use Facebook less, when experiencing stress while university students, in contrast, reported a higher amount of usage. The longitudinal study of [@bib69] examined between-person as well as within-person associations of social media use (including SNS), social media stress and sleep disturbances. Social media stress, however, was assessed as a combination of emotional responses to social media use and social media dependency; this construct thus measured stress directly elicited by social media and not perceived stress in general, which is the focus of the present study.

Hints on the within-person link between stress and Facebook use could also be derived from two experience sampling studies that did not measure stress but assessed (negative) affect and Facebook use ([@bib47]; [@bib84]). According to [@bib50], negative affect and stress should be linked. [@bib47] found that Facebook use did predicted negative affect, whereas negative affect did not predict Facebook use, which would speak against the use of Facebook for coping. Using a similar research design, [@bib84] found the same effects pattern, however, when they differentiated between active and passive Facebook use, the negative effect only emerged for passive use.

A differentiation between active and passive use has also been shown to be insightful in other studies ([@bib85]). Active SNS use involves "activities that facilitate direct exchanges with others (e.g., posting status updates, commenting on posts)". Passive use on the contrary, refers to "consuming information without direct exchanges (e.g., scrolling through news feeds, viewing posts", see [@bib84], p. 480). Regarding coping, active and passive use might reflect different coping styles: Active use could be associated with actively approaching the stressor by looking for social support, while passive use might reflect an attempt to cope with the negative emotions of stress. For other constructs of well-being, the passive consumption of news on SNS and the active, mostly communicative use have been found to show different associations: While direct communication on SNS was positively related to social capital and negatively to loneliness, the opposite was found for the passive consumption of Facebook content ([@bib8], pp. 1909--1912). In another survey study, passive but not active use of SNS was found to be associated with depression ([@bib26]). Because of these findings, we differentiated between active and passive Facebook use in our study (for an overview see [@bib85]). Except for the qualitative research of [@bib4], none of the previous studies looked at within-person effects between perceived stress and SNS use. We address this gap by asking the following research question:

RQ2: When people experience more stress than usual, do they use Facebook more frequently than usual in an active or passive way?

Again, we also assessed, if a possible effect sustains over a longer period. As already argued for smartphones, Facebook could equally be a flexible and effective avenue for coping, so that people start to rely on Facebook for a longer period of time. Again, from a theoretical perspective the time frames of this effect are hard to determine. The longitudinal study of van der Schuur et al. (2018) used a six-month time interval. [@bib31] did not ask about a specific time frame but assessed several stressful events and the intention to turn to Facebook when experiencing stress. [@bib14] asked about the last 30 days for both distress and Facebook usage. The longitudinal study of [@bib6] used a one-year interval and the stress measure of this research group always assessed stress in the last twelve months, while Facebook measures assessed behavior on typical days (see also [@bib5]; [@bib5]). The two experience sampling studies of [@bib47] and [@bib84] used intervals of approximately two and a half hours on average. Again, looking at previous research, the used time frames broadly vary.

In our secondary analysis, we referred to a six-months interval and asked the following:

RQ3: Does experiencing more stress than usual lead to a change in the frequency of active and/or passive usage of Facebook six months later?

1.4. Stress, media use, and age groups {#sec1.4}
--------------------------------------

The differences in stress-related Facebook use between high school pupils and university students reported by [@bib4] could be due to the different age of these participants. Social media usage patterns as well as smartphone use are still very different between age groups with younger participants being usually more active and using more features ([@bib30]; [@bib71]). Additionally, it has been shown that the use of communication applications was associated with well-being differently and through different pathways for different age groups ([@bib11]; [@bib75]). While for the younger age group (18--34 years), civic engagement mediated the effect between multimodal connectedness and well-being, this relationship was mediated by individual social capital for the middle age group (35--54 years). For the older age group (55+ years), positive affect was additionally shown to be a relevant mediator (see [@bib11]). In another recent study, [@bib75] found that passive smartphone use negatively predicted life satisfaction four months later for participants regardless of age, while communicative smartphone use was positively related with life satisfaction four months later only for participants older than 63. This implies that different age groups seem to rely on their smartphones for different reasons, an observation which might also transfer to the context of coping. Thus, it is possible that nomophobia and stress are related differently in different age groups. There are, however, almost no studies that have analyzed nomophobia in samples other than students or adolescents. Also, in research on SNS use the focus remains on younger age groups ([@bib32]; [@bib85]). We, therefore, additionally explored whether the associations addressed in H1 and RQs 1--3 differ according to the participants' age.

R4: Are the results on stress and nomophobia (H1, RQ1) and on stress and Facebook use (RQ2, RQ3) age-invariant?

2. Method {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

This is a secondary analysis of data from a larger panel study in which a representative sample of adult Dutch internet users was followed over a period of four years (2013--2017). Every six months, participants received a survey on their social media use and various indicators of social capital (the data are freely available, see [www.redeftiedata.eu](http://www.redeftiedata.eu){#intref0010} for the complete list of variables, the original Dutch items as well as an English translation; [@bib79]; [@bib80]; [@bib81]). The sample is largely representative for Dutch adults with regards to sex, age, education level and urban/rural place of living. Participants were informed, recruited and compensated by a professional market research institute (for further information see [@bib78]). The study was approved by the local ethical committee of the Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien Tübingen (for more information about the study also see also [www.redeftiedata.eu](http://www.redeftiedata.eu){#intref0015}).

We have preregistered the selection of waves, operationalization of our variables and planned analyses (see <https://aspredicted.org/ax5j3.pdf>). We used the data from waves 6 to 8, because only these waves included a nomophobia measure. In wave 6, 1330 respondents participated in the survey. Of these, 1019 also answered the questionnaire in wave 7, and 861 respondents again participated in wave 8. The panel respondents participating in all three focused waves were slightly more often males (53%) and more represented in higher age groups: 20% younger adults between 18 and 39 years, 47% middle-aged adults between 40 and 64 years, and 33% older adults over 65. For the current analyses, we used two subsamples: Respondents who owned a smartphone in waves 6, 7 and 8 ("smartphone users"; n = 600) and respondents who used Facebook as their favorite SNS for private purposes in all three waves ("Facebook users"; n = 469). There was a large overlap between both subsamples, since 80% of the Facebook users were also smartphone users. Looking at the smartphone subsample, there were slightly more males (56%), more users from the younger (26%) and middle age group (52%) and less users from the older age group (22%). In the Facebook subsample, there were slightly less males (49%) and again more users from the younger (24%) and middle age group (51%; compared to 25% older users). In the following sections, we will refer to the three waves as wave 1, 2 and 3 for more convenient reading.

2.2. Measures {#sec2.2}
-------------

### 2.2.1. Stress {#sec2.2.1}

Stress was measured with four items from the Perceived Stress Scale (see [@bib20]). Answer options ranged from 1 = never to 5 = very often. An example item is "How often have you felt nervous and stressed". Respondents were asked to answer these questions for the last six months. As in another paper using data from waves 1 to 6, the fourth reverse-coded item showed low fit and needed to be excluded ([@bib82]). For both subsamples, confirmatory factor analyses confirmed measurement invariance over time, since constraining factor loadings of the items across time points did not significantly decrease the model fit (as suggested by [@bib12]). The scale further showed an acceptable internal consistency in both subsamples across time (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Invariance & Indices of the Measures Across Time.Table 1Fit of the Constrained Model^a^Changes in Model Fit^b^Mean (SD)αΧ^2^ (p)CFIRMSEAΔCFIΔRMSEAT1T2T3T1T2T3**Smartphone users (n** = **600)**Stress27.62 (.091).996.027.000.0042.5 (0.9)2.5 (0.9)2.4 (0.9).83.83.81Nomophobia607.36 (.000).967.051.001.0012.0 (0.9)2.0 (1.0)2.0 (0.9).94.94.94**Facebook users (n** = **469)**Stress39.39 (.004).989.048.000.0052.5 (0.9)2.5 (0.9)2.4 (0.9).83.81.80Active FB use1.9 (1.1)1.8 (1.1)1.8 (1.1)Passive FB use3.8 (1.3)3.8 (1.3)3.9 (1.3)[^1]

### 2.2.2. Nomophobia {#sec2.2.2}

Nomophobia was exclusively measured among the subsample of smartphone users with eight items adopted from the scale by [@bib88]. The items included in the survey covered all four dimensions of the original scale with "losing connectedness" as most represented subscale. Answer options ranged from 1 = totally disagree to 5 = totally agree. Confirmatory factor analysis again confirmed measurement invariance over time, since we did not observe a significant decrease in model fit, when constraining the item loadings across time (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The scale showed a high internal consistency (*α* = 0.94) across all three panel waves.

### 2.2.3. Facebook use {#sec2.2.3}

Respondents were asked whether they used Facebook or another SNS mainly for private purposes. Those who agreed (68%, 67%, 70% for the three waves, respectively) were asked to indicate which SNS they preferred. In the respective analyses, we only included participants who chose Facebook as favorite SNS for all three waves (n = 469).

To assess passive and active Facebook use, these respondents were asked to indicate how often they read/viewed posts of others and how often they posted themselves, respectively. Answer options were 1 = rarely, 2 = a few times a month, 3 = a few times a week, 4 = once a day and 5 = multiple times a day. Respondents of the Facebook subsample indicated to read posts almost daily (*M* (*SD*) = 3.8 (1.3) at T1), but to post only a few times a month (*M* (*SD*) = 1.9 (1.1) at T1). These numbers remained stable across time (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The means and standard deviations for each of the three age groups separately for all three measures can be found in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Descriptives of Nomophobia & Facebook use among the Different Age Groups.Table 2T1T2T318-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.18-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.18-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)M (SD)Nomophobia[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}2.3 (1.0)^∗^1.9 (0.9)^∗^1.7 (0.8)^∗^2.4 (1.0)^∗^2.0 (0.9)^∗^1.7 (0.8)^∗^2.3 (1.0)^∗^2.0 (0.9)^∗^1.7 (0.8)^∗^Active Facebook use[b](#tbl2fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}1.7 (0.9)1.9 (1.1)1.8 (1.1)1.8 (0.9)1.9 (1.1)1.7 (1.0)1.7 (1.0)1.9 (1.1)1.7 (1.0)Passive Facebook use[b](#tbl2fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}4.2 (1.0)^∗^3.8 (1.3)^∗^3.3 (1.5)^∗^4.2 (1.0)^∗^3.9 (1.3)^∗^3.4 (1.5)^∗^4.3 (1.0)^∗^3.9 (1.3)^∗^3.5 (1.4)^∗^[^2][^3][^4][^5]

### 2.2.4. Age {#sec2.2.4}

Age was not assessed as a continuous variable, but in categories. We classified participants as younger adults (18--39), middle-aged adults (40--64), and older adults (older than 64). As most of previous studies focus on adolescents, students and younger adults (see e.g., the mean ages of the studies in the meta-analysis of [@bib83] or the frequency of student samples in the review of [@bib25], this study adds to the literature in providing results about older individuals.

2.3. Data analysis {#sec2.3}
------------------

To analyze the dynamics between perceived stress and nomophobia as well as regular Facebook use, between-person and within-person variance needs to be differentiated, in order to clearly separate between time-invariant traits (between-person) and within-person dynamics (within-level). This can be achieved by using Random Intercept-Cross-Lagged Panel Models (RI-CLPMs) as suggested by [@bib34]. In these models, time-invariant traits are extracted by adding a Random Intercept for each measure that represents the stability at the between-person level. Consequently, the remaining cross-lagged paths reflect the within-person dynamics that are not confounded by time-invariant traits ([@bib34]). In the present study, we modelled three RI-CLPMs (stress-nomophobia; stress-active Facebook use; stress-passive Facebook use) as exemplified in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Exemplary illustrating the RI-CLPM for the variables of stress & nomophobia (Nomo) across the three panel waves. Note: Observed variables are represented by squares; latent variables at both, the between and the within-level, are constructed out of the observed variables (see ovals); 2 random intercepts (Stress & Nomo) indicate the between-person variances; 6 latent within-person variables (P1-P3; Q1-Q3) indicate the within-person variances; the within-person paths are indicated by the correlation between stress and nomo at T1, the residual correlations of stress and nomo at T2 & T3; 2 autoregressive paths for stress, 2 autoregressive paths for nomo and 4 cross-lagged paths between stress & nomo (each T1-T2 & T2-T3).Fig. 1

In each model, the two random intercepts across the three waves indicate the between-person variance, whereas the six within-person variables (variable 1 at T1-T3; variable 2 at T1-T3) indicate the within-person variance. The within-person paths are indicated by the correlation of the two variables at T1[1](#txtfn1){ref-type="fn"}, the two autoregressive paths for variable 1, the two autoregressive paths for variable 2 and the four cross-lagged paths between variable 1 and 2 (each T1-T2 & T2-T3). We constrained the stability and the cross-lagged paths to be equal over time (from T1-T2 & from T2-T3). Due to the complexity of our models, using latent variables was not feasible for the variables stress and nomophobia. We thus decided to use mean indices for these measures following previous studies applying RI-CPLMs (see [@bib69]). For all three models, we used complete datasets based on a listwise deletion for the two subsamples (smartphone users only for stress and nomophobia & Facebook users only for stress and active respectively passive Facebook use).

We additionally investigated the moderating role of age applying multiple group comparisons between the three age groups for each RI-CLPMs. In order to proof measurement invariance between age groups, we followed a two-step procedure. First, we checked for configural invariance of the RI-CLPMs by ensuring acceptable fit values for the multigroup models (see Results). Since all factor loadings in RI-CLPMs are equally set to 1 anyway, constraining factor loadings between groups is not an appropriate way of testing measurement invariance for this type of models. We thus chose a different approach and tested equal loadings between age groups within the previous mentioned CFAs (see Measures) for our multi-item constructs stress and nomophobia. For the smartphone subsample, we did not observe a significant decrease in CFA model fit regarding stress and nomophobia, when constraining the factor loadings between age groups (stress: ΔCFI = −0.003; ΔRMSEA = 0.003; nomophobia: ΔCFI = −0.002; ΔRMSEA = −0.001). Similarly, there was no significant decrease regarding the constrained model fit, when looking at stress in the Facebook subsample (ΔCFI = −0.001; ΔRMSEA = −0.004; see [@bib12]). We thus assume weak invariance between the three age groups for our central measures in both subsamples.

For all models, we used maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors and Satorra-Bentler scaled test statistic (MLM). Global and specific fit indexes were indicated following the recommendations of [@bib39]. All analyses were conducted using R and the lavaan package ([@bib66]). The syntax of our study, the dataset as well as a pdf including our R output can be found here: <https://osf.io/cjqfu/?view_only=a7d6a9e4e920490fbd565d270dd26c69>.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Stress & nomophobia {#sec3.1}
------------------------

To answer H1 and RQ1, we calculated a RI-CLPM focusing on individuals' experienced stress and their level of nomophobia among the subsample of smartphone users (n = 600). This model showed good fit values: *Χ*^*2*^*(5)* = 2.87, *p* = .720, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.000. At the between-person level, we found a significant correlation between the random intercept factors of stress and nomophobia (*r* = 0.27, *p* \< .001), implying that persons who reported higher levels of stress also indicated more nomophobia across the three waves. In line with our hypothesis H1, the findings moreover confirmed that people who experienced more stress than usual also showed more nomophobia than usual at T1 (*r* = 0.15, *p* = .044). Regarding the within-person levels over time, we did not find any significant cross-lagged path of stress on subsequent nomophobia or vice versa (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, answering our first research question, experiencing more stress than usual did not lead to more nomophobia than usual six months later.

3.2. Age differences {#sec3.2}
--------------------

In RQ4, we argued that the relationship between stress and nomophobia might differ according to the respondents' age. Since previous research mainly looked at adolescent and student samples, we were particularly interested in the relationship between stress and media use among adults. We therefore again ran the model with multigroup comparisons for three different age groups: Younger adults (18--39 y), middle-aged adults (40--64 y) and older adults (65+ y.). The constrained stability and cross-lagged paths over time were free to vary between the different age groups.

The multigroup model showed good fit values: *Χ*^*2*^ (15) = 15.58, *p* = .410, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.014. For the younger (*r* = 0.26, *p* = .006) and middle-aged adults (*r* = 0.26, *p* \< .001), we could confirm an effect on the between-person level, indicating that those adults who reported higher levels of stress also reported experiencing more nomophobia across the three waves. This finding could not be confirmed for the older adults over 64 years (*r* = 0.11, *p* = .396). Post-hoc analyses (via confidence intervals) showed that the parameters did not significantly differ between the three age groups. This means that the association found in the two younger groups is significantly higher than zero, however we cannot say if this might also be true for the older age group. Looking at the within-person level, we did not find any effects of stress and nomophobia for the different age groups, neither cross-sectional nor over time (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3The standardized relationships of stress and nomophobia within and between persons over time.Table 3Stress & NomophobiaAll18-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.n = 600n = 158n = 313n = 129*Correlations*Stress T1 ↔ Nomo T1**.15^∗^**.27.14.01RI-Stress ↔ RI-Nomo**.27^∗∗^.26^∗∗^.30^∗∗^**.11*Stability Paths*Stress T1 → T2.10-.08.11.21Stress T2 → T3.09-.07.11.17Nomo T1 → T2.10-.01.09.16Nomo T2 → T3.13-.01.10.21*Cross-Lagged Paths*Stress T1 → Nomo T2.04-.16.09.15Stress T2 → Nomo T3.05-.18.09.17Nomo T1 → Stress T2.02-.19.14-.11Nomo T2 → Stress T3.02-.15.16-.11[^6]

3.3. Stress & facebook use {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

In a second step, to answer our second and third research question, we further analyzed the relationship of stress and Facebook use. For these analyses, we used the subsample of persons who indicated Facebook as their preferred SNS through all three waves (n = 469). Regarding Facebook use, we differentiated between posting as active use and reading posts as passive use. Regarding an active use, the RI-CLPM again showed good fit values: *Χ*^*2*^ (5) = 4.09, *p* = .537, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.000. The findings again confirmed a significant correlation of the random intercepts of stress and posting on Facebook (*r* = 0.19, *p* = .002), implying that persons who reported higher levels of stress also more actively used Facebook across the three waves. However, looking at the within-person level, we did not find any effects of stress and active Facebook use cross-sectionally and over time (see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). The RI-CLPM for stress and passive Facebook use also showed good fit values: *Χ*^*2*^ (5) = 1.46, *p* = .918, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.000. However, the findings did not reveal any significant results, neither between persons (*r*~*RIs*~ = 0.12, *p* = .058), nor at the within-person level. Thus, answering RQ2 and RQ3, for the total sample experiencing more stress than usual was not related to more active or passive Facebook use than usual cross-sectionally and over time (see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4The standardized relationships of stress and Facebook use within and between persons over time.Table 4Stress & Active FB UseStress & Passive FB UseAll18-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.All18-39 y.40-64 y.65+ y.n = 469n = 113n = 241n = 115n = 469n = 113n = 241n = 115*Correlations*Stress T1 ↔ FB Use T1.09-.38.07.17-.05-.09.07-.18RI-Stress ↔ RI-FB Use**.19^∗∗^**.38**.25^∗∗^**.02.12-.03-.01**.24^∗^***Stability Paths*Stress T1 → T2.03.06.01.06.03-.03.04-.05Stress T2 → T3.02.13.01.04.03-.08.04-.02FB Use T1 → T2.12.44.18-.02.05.29.07.06FB Use T2 → T3.12.28.19-.02.05.28.08.07*Cross-Lagged Paths*Stress T1 → FB Use T2.01-.13-.02.10.04**-.16^∗^**.09.09Stress T2 → FB Use T3.01-.16-.02.08.04**-.29^∗^**.08.08FB Use T1 → Stress T2.11.10.07.18.11**.37^∗^**.16.02FB Use T2 → Stress T3.11.11.08.14.10**.52^∗^**.17.01[^7]

3.4. Age differences {#sec3.4}
--------------------

For both indicators, active and passive Facebook use, we also calculated models with multigroup comparisons regarding the three different age groups. Again, the constrained stability and cross-lagged paths over time were free to vary between the different age groups. The fit values for both models were good: active use *Χ*^*2*^ (15) = 10.12, *p* = .812, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.000; passive use *Χ*^*2*^ (15) = 14.86, *p* = .462, *CFI* = 1.00, *RMSEA* = 0.000. Regarding active Facebook use, we could confirm a significant correlation of the random intercepts only for the middle-aged adults between 40 and 64 years (*r* = 0.25, *p* = .002; see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Post-hoc analyses however again revealed that the parameters of the three groups did not significantly differ from each other.

Although there were no significant relationships between stress and passive Facebook use in the overall sample, we indeed found some relevant relationships in the age-separated models. First, we found a significant between-person effect for the oldest age group (*r* = 0.24, *p* = .028), implying that older adults who reported higher levels of stress also more intensively read Facebook posts across the three waves. Second, we detected significant within-dynamics of stress and passive Facebook use for the group of younger adults. The results showed that experiencing more stress than usual resulted in less reading of Facebook posts six months later (*β*~*T1-T2*~ = −0.16, *p* = .041; *β*~*T2-T3*~ = −0.29, *p* = .041). In contrast, more situational use of Facebook in a passive manner was associated with more stress than usual six months later (*β*~*T1-T2*~ = 0.37, *p* = .015; *β*~*T2-T3*~ = 0.52, *p* = .015). Again, the effects reported in this section did not significantly differ from the parameters of the other age groups.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

To our knowledge, this is the first study that analyzes within-person relationships between stress and nomophobia as well as stress and active and passive Facebook use for different age groups from a coping perspective. We conducted a secondary analysis of a three-wave panel study with a representative Dutch sample. Our results revealed support for our first hypothesis that more nomophobia than usual is associated with more stress than usual at a specific time-point. We also found that individuals who generally reported more nomophobia across the three waves generally reported more stress than others. For nomophobia, the data showed no longitudinal associations over time. The effects regarding passive and active Facebook use revealed a complex picture, showing between-person effects only for some age groups and revealing interesting, albeit not predicted longitudinal within-effects between stress and passive Facebook use for the younger participants. We will now discuss the found effect patterns in more detail.

For nomophobia, supporting our hypothesis H1, the results showed that more stress than usual was associated with more nomophobia than usual at T1 (correlations at T2 & T3 represent error-correlations and should not be interpreted, see [@bib69]). Thus, when people are stressed their fear of not being able to use their smartphone at the same time seems to be high. We did not find such an effect for active or passive SNS use. There are two possible explanations for this pattern. First, smartphones offer access to a diverse range of coping possibilities and could therefore be a tool that provides regulatory flexibility. SNS are less flexible, since smartphones offer access to SNS as well as to numerous other possibilities. Thus, participants may rely on smartphones more heavily than on SNS for stress coping. A second explanation could be that measures of problematic use like nomophobia in general relate more to stress measures than measures of non-problematic use do. This was also confirmed by the meta-analysis of [@bib83]: associations for stress and problematic phone use were generally larger than for stress and non-problematic phone use. It should be considered, though, that the within-person effect between nomophobia and stress was rather small and not robust across the different age groups.

Answering RQ1, we did not find any temporal dynamics between stress and nomophobia over time. Thus, we could not find a learning effect such that stress might also lead to a longer-lasting dependence on smartphones as suggested for games (see [@bib72]). On the other hand, the results did also not reveal stress-evoking effects of nomophobia for a time frame of six months.

On the between-person level, we found positive relationships between nomophobia and stress for the overall sample and for the younger and middle-aged adults when analyzed separately. Between-person correlations are associations that are relatively stable. This could imply that there are traits or other relatively stable variables that influence both, a higher perception of stress and a higher level of nomophobia. One of these variables could be a general tendency to cope ineffectively, since ineffective copers might use coping tools ineffectively and should experience a higher stress level (see [@bib48], for a related consideration). Thus, ineffective copers may overuse some form of coping and, due to their omnipresence in everyday life, smartphones could be a popular form of such overuse. This explanation would not imply that smartphone use reduces coping flexibility for all users, but only for those who use it in a problematic way and report nomophobia. An alternative explanation might be that the effects are driven by lifestyle differences. Some people might be more mobile, which might expose them to more stressful situations and make it at the same time more necessary to depend on their smartphones.

For active and passive Facebook use, between-person effects revealed a more complex picture. Generally reporting more active Facebook use was only associated with a generally higher stress level for the middle-aged adults and generally reporting more passive Facebook use was only associated with a generally higher stress level for the older participants. This might not be in line with the explanation of unsuccessful copers as active use was found to be beneficial for well-being by previous studies (e.g., [@bib85]). In contrast, the lifestyle explanation fits these results as well. Passive Facebook use is high among nearly all participants younger than 64 (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, we might have ceiling effects here and do not find effects for the younger respondents. Older participants who use Facebook at least passively, however, might also be older adults with a mobile lifestyle, which also includes more stress. Similarly for the middle-aged participants, using Facebook actively could be a sign of a mobile lifestyle. All in all, when considering the mobile lifestyle explanation it is important to keep in mind that SNS use might also be accessed via non-mobile devices and therefore might also be used in non-mobile situations, for example at home or at work.

An additional explanation for the found association between stress and active use for the middle-aged, but not for the younger adults could be that the two age groups differ in their support networks: Middle-aged adults might have a smaller offline support network. This explanation would fit with the results of [@bib5] who found offline support to be a moderator of the association between stress and intensity of Facebook use.

On the within-person level, we found no effects for active and passive Facebook use among the two older age groups. However, regarding passive use we found interesting effects for the younger age group, albeit in the other direction than a coping perspective might imply: More passive Facebook use than usual was followed by more stress six months later and experiencing more stress than usual was followed by less passive Facebook use than usual. A possible explanation for both effects might be a successful self-regulation: Younger adults get stressed by passive Facebook use and, in a consequence, reduce their Facebook use. The effect of passive Facebook use on stress fits well with previous research supporting negative effects of passive SNS use on well-being among younger adults (e.g., [@bib85]), also on the within-person level ([@bib84]). A possible self-regulation implied by a reduction of passive Facebook use in response to higher stress is an interesting finding that adds to this research. This view is also supported by data collected by the Pew Research Center in 2018, suggesting that 42% of the participants said they have taken a break from checking Facebook in the last twelve months, which was also more likely among younger participants ([@bib60]).

Finally, our results need to be interpreted in the light of the limitations of the used data set. Secondary analyses have the advantage that data from longitudinal, representative studies can be used without the need to spend financial resources and without any further effort and data exposure for participants. However, they also entail the disadvantage that the operationalization might not always be fully suitable for the proposed research question ([@bib33]).

First, we want to emphasize that we only could test effects for a time-lag of six months. Considering the found relationship between nomophobia and stress at T1, effects of smartphones may be more situation-based and need shorter time lags. Passive Facebook use, on the other hand, may only have effects over the long run, since it might not cause stress to see the presumed perfect life of friends once, while it might cause stress to see the presumed perfect life of hundred friends repeatedly over a longer time (see [@bib85]). It is important for future research to also look at other time lags in order to contribute to a more detailed and accurate picture of effects over time. This also is true for the time frames participants are asked to report upon. Previous studies used very different time frames to study the association of stress and media use. In our study, people were asked to report their stress level in general for the last six months. This might not be ideal for assessing within-person effects at one time-point. To shed light on the use of smartphones and SNS for coping, future studies especially need to assess shorter time lags as well as reports on shorter time frames.

Second, while our results shed light on temporal within-person dynamics between nomophobia, SNS use and stress, randomized experiments are needed to further test and understand the *causal* effects between smartphone and SNS use and stress. It might also be of value to add non-self-report data such as observations or physiological measures to assess stress as well as media use without the bias of self-reports.

Third, our findings did not show any significant differences between the age groups although we found that some effects were only significant for some of the age groups. Thus, we can support that the effect found in one group is significantly different from zero, however we cannot say if this might also be true for the other age groups. The reason for this might be the large range of our age groups, leading to heterogeneous groups of participants. Although it is important to look at representative and heterogeneous samples in order to detect population-wide effects, it is also of high importance to look at more homogenous samples to estimate more reliable relationships for specific (e.g., more vulnerable) persons.

5. Conclusion and practical implications {#sec5}
========================================

In the current paper, we aimed to examine the relationships between stress and nomophobia and SNS use from a stress coping perspective. All in all, our results revealed effects on different levels for different age groups and different media use types. Although we cannot give a clear answer to the question whether smartphones and SNS are good or bad for coping with stress, our findings show that it is important to compare different age groups as well as specific types of use and different time frames. This differentiated view on the uses and effects of digital media is also important when deriving practical implications. Our results suggest that results for certain groups, media types and types of use cannot be easily transferred to other groups or media types. In our study, more nomophobia, for example, was associated with a higher stress level at the same time point, while passive Facebook use was associated with more stress six months later for younger adults. These complex patterns imply very different effect mechanisms for the two different media use variables. Building on our findings, interventions that focus on the treatment of problematic media use should therefore be adapted to a specific target group and include a differentiated view that is not simply directed at reducing media use time regarding digital media or "the Internet" as a whole but addresses *the way digital media is used*.

Our results can open new avenues for further research on the conditions of a successful use of media devices. Particularly, our findings suggest that it is important to further assess within-person correlations of stress coping using shorter time frames, experimental studies and a situational measurement of media use and stress. Regarding between-person effects, personality traits and lifestyle differences that could influence both, stress and media use, need to be considered. For studying stress-evoking media use patterns like the passive use of Facebook, the implementation of self-regulation strategies might be an interesting area for future research.
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To investigate the cross-sectional associations (see H1 & RQ2), we exclusively used the correlations of the latent variables at T1, since correlations at T2 and T3 represent residual correlations and might not be estimated reliably (see also [@bib69])

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2020.106339>.

[^1]: Note: FB = Facebook; CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; ^a^ = CFA model where item loadings were constrained to be equal across time; ^b^ = compared to CFA model where items loadings freely varied across time; according to [@bib12], invariance can be assumed, when ΔCFI ≤ −0.010 & ΔRMSEA ≤ 0.015.

[^2]: Note:

[^3]: ^∗^ indicates a significant posthoc comparison with the other two age groups (*p* \< .05).

[^4]: refers to the subsample of smartphone users (n = 600).

[^5]: refers to the subsample of Facebook users (n = 469).

[^6]: Note: Base = subsample of smartphone users (n = 600); ^∗∗^ = p \< .01, ^∗^ = p \< .05; Nomo = Nomophobia; significant effects are marked bold.

[^7]: Note: Base = subsample of persons whose preferred SNS was Facebook (n = 469); FB = Facebook; ^∗∗^*p* \< .01, ^∗^*p* \< .05; significant effects are marked bold
